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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Licensees of nuclear power plants in the United States have many

reporting requirements included in their Technical Specifications and

the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (¡\'RC) receives these reports and utilizes them in its

regulatory program. The operating experience data in these various

reports is collected» stored, analyzed and published by NRC.

This paper will discuss the data systems and reports on operating

experience published and used by the NRC and others. In addition, some

observations on operating experience will be made.

Subjects included will be the Licensee Event Report (LER) Data File,

the Operating Unit Status Report (Gray Book), Radiation Exposure

Reports, Effluent Reports, Current Events, Bulletin Wrapups, Annual

Summaries arid the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System.

The Abnormal Occurrence Report to the U. S. Congress v/i71 also be

described and discussed.
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The review, analysis and feedback of operating experience is essential
•-

to the regulatory process. This effort can assure that the significant

issues uncovered are being addressed and that appropriate remedial

action is being taken.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, DATA SYSTEMS AND USES

A. Reportable Occurrences (LER Computer File)

The most frequent kind of report prepared by nuclear power plant

licensees is that concerning reportable occurrences. This

requirement is in the Technical Specifications and involves

several kinds of off-normal events reported on two different time

scales. The reporting requirements and examples of the kinds of

events to be reported are included in Regulatory Guide 1.16,

Revision 4. Some events must be reported to the NRC within 24

hours, with a written followup report within two weeks. Examples

of these kinds of events include failure of the reactor protection

system to initiate the required function when called upon to do so;

abnormal degradation in fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure

boundary or primary containment; and actions which prevent or

could prevent the fulfillment of the functional requirements of

systems required to cope with accidents analyzed in the Safety

Analysis Report.
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Other events arc to be reported within 30 days of occurrence.

Examples of these events include instrument settings found to

be less conservative than those in the Technical Specifications;

inadequacies which reduce.the degree of redundancy provided;

abnormal degradation of systems designed to contain radioactive

material (other than those reported promptly); and operating in

a degraded mode, allowed by Technical Specifications.

NRC has interest in most of the events reported. Some are of

technical interest while others highlight potential problems in

administrative areas. Some events are. anticipated and are

protected against while others are unanticipated. Individual

events may not appear significant, but if enough of them occur

a generic problem may exist.

The events reported include such items as steam generator tube

failures, failures of controls to operate during test, failure to

perform surveillance tests on schedule and personnel errors of

various kinds. For all reportable occurrences, the licensee fills

out a computer input form called the Licensee Event Report (LER)

form. Instructions on how to report are included in NUREG-0161.

The LER form includes spaces for a narrative description of the

event, its probable consequences, the cause of the event and

corrective actions taken as well as other narrative and coded

information, including system, component, manufacturer, radioactive
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material released, if any, etc. If needed9 supplementary information

can be appended to the LER form.

Figure 1 lists the major data elements on the LER form. One side

benefit of using the form is that it acts as a check list for the

writer to make sure he has supplied all the required information.

A full supporting narrative is supplied for all events requiring

prompt notification and is also required for those events which

cannot be adequately described on the one page form.

At present NRC receives about 270 LERs. each month from the seventy

licensed operating plants. Approximately 17 percent are events

requiring prompt notification and the rest are thirty day reports.

There are over 13,000 reports in the LER file dating from January 1,

1969. Every two weeks a computer printout of the major descriptive

material on these events is sent to the Washington Public Document

Room and all 122 Local Public Document Rooms (one hear each reactor

site). The NRC staff reviews this information and other sources to

evaluate if any of the events meet the criteria for abnormal

occurrences, which must be reported to the Congress and the public.

I will describe this NRC reporting requirement later.

Many other uses are made of the LER file. Since the computer file

contains many elements, different types of printouts can be generated

for specific purposes. A few examples follow.
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A report on events involving personnel error is issued monthly to

licensees and the NRC staff to aid in operator training activities.

Other monthly reports are produced, some sorted by component and

some by system, to aid in identification of generic problems.

Special searches are produced on request to aid users in various

studies (e.g., studies on water hammers, pipe cracks, diesel

generators, etc.). These searches are provided on a cost recovery

basis with the charges being merely the computer cost associated

with the report. Any licensee can receive a listing of all events

that have taken place at his facility, free of charge. Textual

searches can be made on the file by looking for key words such as

blowdown, crack, leak, etc. Events can be grouped by the Architect-

Engineer involved, to aid him in identifying design or operating

problems.

Analyses of the LER file have been done to identify generic problems,

to look for trends, to identify needed Regulatory Guides, to assist

in obtaining failure rates for specified components and for many

other purposes.

Monthly Operating Reports - Gray Book

Monthly reporting of power generation statistics and outage

information to the NRC is required by Technical Specifications.

Reporting forms and instructions are also included in Regulatory

Guide 1.16 and in supplementary correspondence to the licensees.
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In 1977 the Annual Report requirement was dropped and the monthly

reports were expanded somewhat to fill the gap. Outage information

is coded by system and component, just as the LERs are, and

operational highlights for the month are included. Information

from the NRC inspection program is also reported. NRC publishes

this information monthly iri a document called the Gray Book because

of the color of its cover. It is NUREG-002O. The report is

published primarily for the Department of Energy and NRC users.

Uses include collecting performance data which can be used for

portions of Environmental Impact Statements. Industry has used

the Gray Book to identify systems or components causing downtime

and in productivity improvement programs. State regulatory

commissions have also used the publication to compare the plants

in its state with similar plants in other states.

/
C. Effluent Reports

Reports on the radioactive material released by power plants are

required by 10 CFR Part 50.36a and are to be*submitted semi-annually.

Meteorological information needed to estimate maximum potential

annual radiation doses is also required. NRC publishes the

effluent information annually and starting with 1975 data, has

calculated the dose commitment from these releases. Individua?
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reports of incidents of release required by 10 CFR Part 20 are

made as they occur.

D. Radiation Exposure Reports

Annual radiation exposure reports broken dov/n by job function are

required of power plant licensees. In addition, overexposure

reports are reported to NRC as required by 10 CFR Part 20. NRC

publishes this data annually. Figure 2 shows the average man-rem

per reactor year and per MW-YR for BWRs and PWRs.

E. Other Licensee Reports

Technical Specifications require a variety of other reports on

containment leak rate tests, material surveillance programs and

special plant specific items. In addition, specific requests can

be made for additional information. Recently a request for

detailed steam generator information was made and this information

is now being compiled into a computer-based data file.

F. Other NRC Reports

1. Bulletin Wrapups

Each NRC Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin and the responses to

that Bulletin by licensees are abstracted and summarized by NRC

and are published as operating information reports. These

documents outline a specific problem, the extent of that problem

and remedial actions to be taken.
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2. Current Events

Bimonthly reports of current operating experience.of potential

interest are published by NRC using licensee event reports,

supplementary information and NRC inspection reports as input.

These reports are often used in utility training programs.

3. Annual Operating Experience Report

Material from the Gray Books and other NRC reports and data

files is compiled on a yearly basis to give an overall picture

of plant experience. Data on radiation exposures, radioactive

material releases, power production, outages and licensee event

reports are included.

4. Abnormal Occurrence Reports

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, which established the

NRC, requires that the Commission report abnormal occurrences

to Congress and the public. An abnormal occurrence is defined

as an unscheduled incident or event which the Commission

determines to be significant from the standpoint of public

health or safety. Criteria and examples of events were

established to assist in the determination. Events involving

a major reduction in the degree of protection of the public

health or safety are abnormal occurrences. Congress receives

a quarterly report on abnormal occurrences while reports to the

public are made within 15 days of the determination that an
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abnormal occurrence has happened. All reports include date
»•

and place, nature and probable consequences, cause or causes

and actions taken to prevent recurrence. From January 1, 1975

to June 30, 1978 there have been 23 abnormal occurrences at

nuclear power plants. ,

G. Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS)

The Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) is a joint industry-

government effort. NPRDS is a computerized data base, which contains

engineering and failure information on most safety-related systems

and components at operating nuclear power plants.

While reporting to NPRDS is not mandatory, the NRC helps to

financially support NPRDS and on several occasions has encouraged

the utilities to participate fully in this effort. The data bank

can be used to assist in establishing surveillance test intervals,

to identify failure trends and as input to probabilistic analysis.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

My group has been working in the area of reviewing, evaluating and

publishing operating experience data since 1973. The number of operating

plants has risen from 40 to 70 and the number of licensee event reports

from 896 to over 3,000 a year during that time. Some operating problems

seem to continue while others are resolved, only to be replaced by new

problems. The great majority of off-normal events reported to NRC are of

minimal safety significance. Indeed review of all operating reports
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indicate that the plants are operating within specified limits with a

minimum of exceptions. The reporting threshold has been set low so that

the NRC could get early warning of potential problem areas and take

necessary action (or see that .the licensee took necessary action) prior

to a real safety problem existing. To a large extent I feel the reporting

requirements have accomplished their purpose. If anything, I feel that

some trivia is being reported, which, to some extent, clutters up the

data files. The NRC is reviewing reporting requirements and perhaps

some will be eliminated.

We have tried hard in our abnormal occurrence program and elsewhere to

place the events reported in perspective. Most events are not accidents

and most have no actual impact on public health and safety. They do

serve as warning signals, however, and remedial action is often needed.

By using computer techniques, we are able to sort events by a variety of

data elements, reducing the amount of paper the data requestor must review.

We have shared our data with many foreign governments and have benefited

from data exchange programs.

In summary, I find the safety experience reporting to be a useful tool

for monitoring and improving nuclear power plant operations.
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